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We investigate the possibility of detecting hidden vector gauge bosons at ILC
linear collider. The study is performed in the framework of hidden sector extension
of Standard Model with 3 degenerate dark gauge bosons. By studying the cross
section of pair dark gauge boson with photon at initial state radiation we found that
at the energy
√
s ≈ 1300 GeV the cross section can be as large as 48fb, the same
order (O(fb)) with the irreducible background of the Standard Model. Hence more
methods needed to be done to eliminate the background for this model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Despite no evidence of new physics signal has been observed at the colliders yet, the
observations from cosmology reveal that more than 20% of the whole Universe is made up
by the so-called dark matter (DM) [1–5]. It is clear that DM problem can not be addressed
in the framework of Standard Model (SM). This situation motivated a variety of efforts in
theoretical extension models of SM such as supersymmetry[6], extra-dimension [7, 8] little
Higgs [9] and 3-3-1 models [10–22]. On the experiment side, there are searches for DM
through non-gravitational interactions such as direct, indirect [23] and collider signatures
[24–27].
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2There are many possibility for candidate of DM such as weakly interacting massive par-
ticles (WIMPs) [28], super WIMP[29–33], asymmetric DM [34–38] or QCD axion [39, 40]
etc. However, DM may have origin from hidden sector[41–44] etc. In this approach DMs
are not particles with SM quantum number and there exists a portal connecting the visible
sector to the hidden sector.
WIMPs with mass of order O(100) GeV are among the favoured candidate particles to
provide the observed cosmological abundance of DM. Collider experiment can complement
to direct and indirect detection experiments which look for signals of WIMPs. Since the
WIMPs leave collider experiments undetected due to their weak interaction with matter.
However, the undetected signal or the missing transverse energy (E/T ) can also come from
hidden sector DM. Collider searches typically rely on E/T appearing in cascade decays of
more heavy exotic particles or through a portal, thus assuming a specific extension of the
SM of particle physics.
The process e−e+ → γ + ”E/T” is an efficient way to explore new physics. One of the
great advantages of the e+e− collider e.g. ILC is its clean environment whose initial state is
exactly known. This knowledge, in conjunction with the momentum and energy resolution
and the high luminosity of the ILC detector, reduces the systematic uncertainties on the
measurements. The ILC experiment therefore provides all the requisites for high precision
measurements within the SM and physics beyond.
In the SM, the missing energy can be carried by neutrino which comes from the Z-
exchange in the s-channel and from the t-channel through W exchange. Beyond SM, the E/
could come from new generation of neutrinos, radiative production of new WIMP or new
particles.
In this work, we will investigate the dark sector extension of the SM [42]. Besides a small
number of new parameters, the model has an important custodial symmetry which leads to
the degeneracy of the mass of the 3 dark gauge bosons. Since all other particles are SO(3)
singlets, any decay of the gauge bosons is forbidden by the custodial symmetry [45]. Thus
these dark gauge bosons are stable as required for candidate for DM.
The paper is organized as follows: In section II we will briefly review the dark sector
extension of the SM. In section III we evaluated the cross section for the process e−e+ → γ
+ ”Dark matter” in the model under consideration. Section IV is dedicated for numerical
analysis and finally conclusions in section V.
3II. REVIEW SU(2)L WITH DARK SECTOR MODEL
The non-Abelian gauge dark matter model was proposed in several papers [42–44]. In this
paper we will focus on the model [42]. This model is based on two assumptions. First, the
existence of a Aµ gauge multiplet associated to new non-Abelian gauge symmetry GD. All
SM particles are singlets under GD. Second, the non-Abelian field only interacts with the SM
through a complex scalar Higgs portal field, φ, which is singlet of the SM but charged under
GD. Mixing of Aµ with the SM gauge bosons is forbidden by the non-Abelian character of
the extra gauge symmetry. Assuming GD = SU(2), then the most general Lagrangian is
given as:
L = LSM − 1
4
(
F ′µν
)2
+ (Dµφ)
2 − λmφ†φH†H − µ2φφ†φ− λφ(φ†φ)2 (1)
with Dµφ = ∂µφ−igφ2 σA′µ where in the SM Lagrangian the Higgs potential contains: V SMH =
µ2H†H + λ(H†H)2 with HT = (H+, H0).
If the gauge group GD of the hidden sector is spontaneously broken by VEV 〈φ〉 = vφ,
and making the following rotations
φT = e(iσ·ξ/vφ) · (0, 1√
2
[vφ + η
′]) , (2)
HT = e(iτ ·ζ/v) (0,
1√
2
[v + h′]) , (3)
where v = vSM = 246 GeV. Within rotation (2) the gauge boson A
′
µ transform into Aµ
while transform in Eq.(3) leads to the ordinary unitary gauge where the diagrams containing
Goldstone boson are ignored. If so the gauge bosons in the hidden sector get mass given by
m2A =
1
4
(gφvφ)
2 . (4)
Then ones get final expression [42]
L = LSM − 1
4
(Fµν)
2 +
1
8
gφAµ ·Aµη′2 + 1
4
gφvφAµ · Aµη′ + 1
2
(∂µη
′)2
− λm
2
(η′ + vφ)
2H†H − µ
2
φ
2
(η′ + vφ)
2 − λφ
4
(η′ + vφ)
4 , (5)
where the terms in the second line of Eq.(5) are considered as new scalar potential.
4The total scalar potential being sum over the mentioned terms and VSM has the constraint
conditions as follows [42]
v2 =
−µ2λφ + 12λmµ2φ
λλφ − 14λ2m
,
v2φ =
−µ2φλ+ 12λmµ2
λλφ − 14λ2m
. (6)
In the (h′, η′) basis, the square mass matrix is given as
M2 =

 m2h′ m2h′η′
m2h′η′ m
2
η′

 , (7)
with
m2h′ =
−2µ2λλφ + λλmµ2φ
λλφ − 14λ2m
m2η′ =
−2µ2φλλφ + λφλmµ2
λλφ − 14λ2m
m2h′η′ = λmvvφ . (8)
The physical states are

 h′
η′

 =

 cos β sin β
− sin β cos β



 h
η

 , (9)
where tan 2β = 2m2h′η′/(m
2
η′ −m2h′).
Within the above transformation, the SM part is not affected and final Lagrangian in the
physical state basis is given by [42]
L = −1
4
(Fµν)
2 +
1
8
(gφvφ)
2Aµ · Aµ + 1
2
(∂µη)
2 +
1
2
(∂µh)
2 − 1
2
m2ηη
2 − 1
2
m2hh
2 + Aµ · Aµ[κφηη2
+ κφhh
2 + κφhηηh + 2vφξ
φ
ηη + 2vφξ
φ
hh] + (2W
+
µ W
−µ +
1
cos2 θW
ZµZµ)[κηη
2 + κhh
2
+ κhηηh + 2vξηη + 2vξhh]− ληη4 − λhh4 − λ1η2h2 − λ2h3η − λ3hη3 − ρηη3 − ρhh3
− ρ1η2h− ρ2h2η , (10)
where completed list of the notations is given in appendix of Ref. [42].
From the above Lagrangian it follows that, beside SM parameters, the model has only
four new parameters(mA, mη, vφ, gφ) . Therefore it is potentially investigated at colliders.
Now we turn to the electron-positron collision in which there exists an emission of one
photon. The above process belongs to the called initial state radiation (ISR).
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagram for the ISR process e+e− → 2A+ γ
III. CROSS SECTION FOR INITIAL STATE RADIATION
In the framework of this model, the ISR process with the final state consisting of pair of
vector DM A and photon is as follows
e−(p1) + e
+(p2)→ A(p3) + A(p4) + γ(pγ) . (11)
The Feynman diagrams giving main contribution to the above process are depicted in
Fig.1
Note that due to h− η mixing, ones have coupling of the SM particles with that in the
hidden sector as shown in Tables I and II.
In the energy limit where the mass of the electron can be neglected the electron propagator
can be approximated as:
i(p1 − p/γ) +me
(p1 − pγ)2 −m2e
≈ i(p/1 − p/γ)−2p1.pγ (12)
The four momentum of the electron and photon can be written as
p1 = (E, 0, 0, E) pγ = (zE, 0, p⊥,
√
z2E2 − p2⊥) (13)
where the photon fraction energy z = Eγ
E
and the transverse momentum p⊥. The scattering
amplitude for the process in Fig. 1(a) can be written as:
Mfi =
∑
h,η
v¯(p2)(−ieγµ)YΦh,η
i(p/1 − p/γ)
−2p1.pγ u(p1)ǫ
A
µ (pγ)×
i
q2 −m2h,η
(igΦh,η)ǫα(p3)ǫ
α(4). (14)
6TABLE I: Yukawa coupling constant
Vertex f¯f h f¯fη
YΦh,η −imfvh cos β −i
mf
vh
sinβ
TABLE II: Coupling constants
Vertex AA h AAη
gΦh,η
−iηµν
2 vΦg
2
φ sin β
iηµν
2 vΦg
2
φ cos β
In the limit of the small transverse momentum of the photon p⊥ = zp1, pγ ≈ zp1 the electron
propagator is nearly on-shell, using the spin sum [51]
p/1 − p/γ ≈
∑
s
us((1− z)p1)u¯s((1− z)p1) . (15)
Using (15) yields
Me+e−→2A+γ ≈ v¯(p2)(eγµ)YΦh,η
−(∑s us((1− z)p1)u¯s((1− z)p1))
2p2⊥/2z
×u(p1)ǫaµ(pγ) ·
i
q2 −m2h,η
(igΦh,η)ǫα(p3)ǫ
α(p4)
= − z
p2⊥
.
∑
s
Me→eγ(z) · Me+e−→2A((1− z)p1, p2 → p3, p4) (16)
where the splitting amplitude is defined as:
Me→eγ(z) = eu¯s(p1(1− z))γµu(p1)ǫAµ (pγ) (17)
and the coupling constants in (16) are given in Tables I and II.
The differential cross section is then be:
dσ ≈ 1
2s
dΠγ
(
z
p2⊥
)2
1
2
∑
spin
|Me→eγ|2 d
3p3
(2π)3
1
2E3
d3p4
(2π)3
1
2E4
|Me+e−→2A|2
δ4(p3 + p4 − p1 − p2 + pγ) . (18)
The splitting amplitude can be calculated as:
1
2
∑
spin
|Me→eγ|2 = 2e
2p2⊥
z(1− z)
[
1 + (1− z)2
z
]
(19)
7The differential cross-section can be rewritten as:
σ ≈ dΠγ
(
2e2
p2⊥
)2
[1 + (1− z)2] 1
2s(1− z)
d3p3
(2π)3
1
2E3
d3p4
(2π)3
1
2E4
|Me+e−→2A|2
δ4(p3 + p4 − (1− z)p1 − p2 + pγ) (20)
Similarly we can write the amplitude for the process in Fig.1(b).
The differential cross section of the process e+e− → 2A+γ can be factorized as following:
dσ(e+e− → 2A+ γ)
dzd cos θγ
≈ F(z, cos θγ)σ(e+e− → 2A) (21)
where Eγ is the photon energy and θγ is the angle between the photon direction and the
direction of the incoming electron beam. The collinear factor F is given as [51]
F(x, cos θ) = α
π
1 + (1− x)2
x
1
sin2 θ
.
The cross-section of the process e+e− → 2A is calculated as follows:
σ(e+e− → 2A) =
√
1− 4m2A
(1−z)s
16π[(1− z)s] ×
1
4
|Mfi|2 (22)
where
1
4
|Mfi|2 = −g2φm2e
(−4sm2A + 12m4A + s2) (2m2e + s(z − 1))
×
(
cos 2βs(z − 1) + cos β2m2η − sin β2m2h
)2
+ sin β4Γ2hm
2
h
8v2hm
2
A
(
m2η + s(z − 1)
)2 (
Γ2hm
2
h + (m
2
h + s(z − 1))2
) . (23)
IV. RESULTS
The single photon search for new physics leads to SM background which includes mainly:
• Bhabha scattering of leptons with an additional photon, e+e− → l+l−γ, l = e, µ, τ ,
where γ comes from initial state and final state radiation.
• Neutrinos from e+e− → νν¯ + γ
For the process e+e− → l+l−γ the energy of this type of photon however is small at
order of several GeVs and the angle distribution is along the beam (forward and backward
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FIG. 2: tan 2β as a function of mass of η and mixing coupling constant.
peaked). Therefore, in the event selection if the phase space cut requirement for the energy
and the angle distribution is applied then the contribution of the background to the cross
section is negligible. Hence the irreducible background is the process e+e− → νν¯ + γ.
In our calculation for the ISR cross-section the calculation is performed in the small
energy limit of the photon and the photon is colinear. However, in an experiment, very soft
and very collinear ISR photons are unobservable. Photons emerging at a small angle to the
beam line do not get detected, since soft photons leave very small energy deposits in the
calorimeter, which are drowned by noise. Thus, experimental conditions set minimal values
of energy and angle for which the photon is registered.
The validity of collinear approximation for cross section is discussed in [46]. They have
showed that the colinear approximation for the cross section perform well for large angle
and high transverse momentum photons.
For the ILC [47–50] we will use the proposed parameters of operation as follows: ILC-250
(
√
s = 250 GeV, Lint = 250fb
−1); ILC-500 (
√
s = 500 GeV, Lint = 500fb
−1); and ILC-1000
(
√
s = 1000 GeV, Lint = 1000fb
−1). To select events, for all scenarios, the energy of the
radiated photon Eminγ = 8 GeV and the angle | cos θγ|max = 0.995.
In our evaluation of the cross section we will first evaluate the mixing angle β. The value
of mixing angle is evaluated based on the value of the mass of new scalar η and the mixing
interaction coupling constant λm in Fig.2. In most region of parameters the mixing angle is
too small. In the region where the mass of η: mη ∈ [30, 100] GeV and λm ∈ [×10−8, 10−1]
the mixing angle is not too small which result in large contribution to the cross section. In
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FIG. 3: The photon spectra from the e+e− → 2A+ γ.
M(GeV) 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
σbg(fb) 36 83 202 590 2030 1800 1200
σWIMP (fb) 1.8 3.9 8.4 21 64 27 4.9
σA ×106(fb) 2.24 1.1 0.54 0.31 0.186 0.089 0.04
TABLE III: Signal and background cross sections at
√
s = 500 GeV with no polarization and the
cuts specified in the text, for a few representative values of dark gauge bosons MA.
our approximation where we have used the mass of the SM Higgs boson mh = 125.10 GEV
with vacuum expectation value v1 = 246 GeV while the vacuum expectation value of the
second Higgs η is v2 = 5000 GeV [52].
In this limit the expression (23) becomes:
1
4
|Mfi|2 =
−g2φm2e (−4sm2A + 12m4A + s2) s(z − 1)
8v2hm
2
A(m
2
η + s(z − 1))2
The shape of the photon energy spectrum for several values of the mass of the dark gauge
bosons is plotted on Fig.3. From the figure we can see that the photon energy spectrum
almost constant for specific value of the energy of the photon. The higher the mass mA the
lower Eγ,max. This feature the mass dependent the cut off at the maximal allowed energy
of the photon. The shape of the photon energy threshold near its endpoint where the cross
section rises.
The cross section for different value of the mass are given in Table III. We evaluated the
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FIG. 4: Cross section as a function of mass of dark gauge bosons for different value of center of
mass energy for process e+e− → 2A+ γ.
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FIG. 5: Cross section vs
√
s with different value of mass of dark gauge bosons for process e+e− →
2A+ γ.
cross-section with different values of mass of hidden-sector gauge bosons at center of mass
√
s = 500 GeV to compare with the background and the WIMPs signal calculated in [46].
These values are of order 10−44cm2 which equals to that of direct detection [42] and can
be comparable with current experiment [56]. However these values are significantly smaller
than the background therefore further analysis and methods to suppress the background is
needed.
In Fig. 4 we investigate the cross section with the mass of the dark gauge bosons for
different values of the center of mass energy. The energy of the emitted photon is integrated
from 8 GeV to 50 GeV.
11
In Fig. 5 we investigate the cross section with
√
s for several values of the mass of the
dark gauge bosons. If the mass of the dark gauge boson is about 5 GeV then there exits a
resonance where the signal cross section can be as large as order 48fb which is greater the
back ground [54] at
√
s ≈ 500 GeV and mass of WIMPs equals 75 GeV.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Dark matter question is one of the great puzzle in particle physics. The origins and
properties of DM are still unclear. For long time WIMPs are the most promising candidate
for DM however this assumption is in checked [41]. Hence DM might belong to a hidden
sector with new particles without SM quantum number.
Previous studies at colliders often use effective approach for discussing the prospects
for discovery of WIMPs dark matter [46, 53, 54]. In this work we have investigated the
prospect of detecting the dark gauge boson of the hidden SU(2) extension of the SM at
ILC. The mixing of the SM Higgs with the scalar of the new dark gauge group leads to a
portal in which the dark gauge bosons interact with matter. However due to small Yukawa
coupling the cross section of the process e+e− → γ+2A is significantly smaller than the SM
background (e+e− → γν¯ν). When increase the center of mass energy, the cross section is
significantly higher and can be of an order of the irreducible background and as large as the
cross section of searches for WIMPs with mass 75 GeV. Therefore, to have deeper insight
into this search more work needed to be done. Specifically, evaluate the irreducible of the
background and WIMPs signal at the mass of WIMPs equal to 5 GeV in order to compare
with cross section of the hidden gauge bosons. Furthermore, to detect hidden SU(2)L gauge
bosons, more methods needed to suppress the background and increase the energy of the
ILC.
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